Abstract In order to overcome the problem of low convergence precision and easily relapsing into local extremum in fruit fly optimization algorithm (FOA), this paper adds the idea of differential evolution to fruit fly optimization algorithm so as to optimizing and a algorithm of fruit fly optimization based on differential evolution is proposed (FOADE). Adding the operating of mutation, crossover and selection of differential evolution to FOA after each iteration, which can jump out local extremum and continue to optimize. Compared to FOA, the experimental results show that FOADE has the advantages of better global searching ability, faster convergence and more precise convergence.
Introduction
Fruit fly optimization algorithm (FOA) was first proposed by Pan, a Taiwan scholar, in 2011. It is a new class of global optimization evolutionary algorithm, which originates from the simulation of fruit fly foraging behavior [1−2] . This algorithm is widely applied to solve mathematical function extreme, fine Z-SCORE model coefficients, generalized regression neural parameter optimization and support vector parameter optimization. Fruit fly algorithm (FOA) is a new-type optimization evolutionary algorithm, which has both advantages of simple, less parameters, easy to adjust, less calculation, etc., and shortcomings of low convergence precision and easily relapsing into local extremum.
In this paper, based on fruit fly algorithm, we introduce an idea of differential evolution after each iteration and propose a new fruit fly optimization algorithm based on differential evolution, which can keep the better global search capability of fruit fly algorithm, and show the advantages of local extremum in difference evolutionary, so as to improve the optimizing accuracy of algorithm.
Literature Review
Fruit fly algorithm was just proposed in recent years, and its theory is not mature, the researching in this area still belongs to starting stage in domestic and overseas. Considering both the advantages and disadvantages of this algorithm, many scholars in domestic and foreign have conducted a series of improvements studies: Literature [3] integrated chaotic algorithm to optimize the evolutionary mechanisms of fruit fly algorithms, and put forward adaptive chaotic fruit fly optimization algorithm; Literature [4] proposed adaptive mutated fruit fly optimization algorithm, which will copy its best individual in the operation and get it Gaussian mutated, in order to achieve quadratic optimization; Literature [5] introduced the conversion operation of the attraction and repulsion in bacterial chemotactic behavior into fruit fly optimization algorithm, and proposed a new fruit fly optimization algorithm based on bacterial chemotaxis; Literature [6] integrated logistic mapping into a global search to get the most valuable parameters and to achieve the quadratic optimization. There are other scholars apply fruit fly algorithm to engineering design, all of them get wonderful achievement.
Basic Fruit Fly Algorithm and Differential Evolution Algorithm

Fruit Fly Algorithm
Fruit fly optimization algorithm is a new method, which is deduced to seek global optimization based on the foraging behavior of fruit fly. Fruit fly behave better in sensory perception than other species, especially in the olfactory and visual. Excellent olfactory organ well search varieties of floating smell in the air, then get to the location of food nearby and find the food and gathering position by its visual acuity, and fly to the direction. According to the characteristics in seeking food, fruit fly optimization algorithm can be summarized as some necessary steps as followed:
1) Set population size SizePop, maximum number of iterations Maxgen, then initialize location of fruit fly group X axis, Y axis;
2) Give the individual of fruit fly random direction and distance, RandomValue represents its flying distance:
3) Due to the unknown food position, first, estimate the distance, Dist i , between it and the origin, then calculate the new position's smell parameter name it S i , its value is the reciprocal of the distance:
4) Determining the smell parameter S i into determination function (or fitness function), to determine the smell parameter, Smell i , of the individual location;
5) To identify the optimal concentration of fruit fly of fly populations (best individual);
6) Record and retain the best flavor concentration value and its coordinates, then the fruit fly group fly to this place Smellbest = bestSmell
Y axis = Y (bestindex) 7) Into iterative optimization, repeat Steps 2)-5), and determine whether the concentration of the best taste is better than the previous iteration of the best flavor concentration, and the current iteration is less than the maximum iteration algebra, otherwise perform Step 6).
Differential Evolution (DE) Algorithm
Differential evolution (DE) algorithm was proposed by Storn, Price [7−8] in 1995, based on a joint group differences stochastic parallel algorithm, which has simple, less controlled parameters, robustness, and other characteristics. This algorithm adopts real-coded form, and overcomes the complexity of genetic algorithm in coding. Like genetic algorithm, differential evolution experienced mutation, crossover and selection process in population evolution. What the difference is that DE adopt differential strategies in variant operation, that is making use of the differential vector in population to disturbance individual, effectively take advantages of the characteristics of population distribution, to improve the search capabilities of the algorithm, and overcome the weakness of genetic algorithm in variation [9] ; In the selection, differential evolution algorithm uses a one-way elimination mechanism greed in merit [10−12] , differential evolution algorithm does not use the gradient information of function, has low demand in differentiability, even in continuity, the advantages are obvious. So using differential evolution algorithm for improved fruit fly algorithm can well play the advantages of fruit fly algorithm in local search, improve abilities in operating efficiency and search accuracy, especially in optimization of the continuous function with border. The implementation process of differential evolution algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . 
Algorithm Strategy
Fruit fly optimization algorithm (FOA) in the entire iterative optimization process of evolution only to learn to the current optimal individual, if find out the best individual in this iteration, all other individuals are gathered to that individual position, reducing the diversity of the population; If this individual is not the global optimum, the algorithm can easily fall into local optimum, get lower convergence speed and precision, generate precocious issue. In this paper, adding the operating of mutation, crossover and selection of differential evolution to FOA after each iteration, which can jump out local extremum and continue to optimize, then, show the advantages of local extremum in differential evolution, so as to improve the optimizing accuracy of algorithm.
Algorithm Implementation Process
The implementation process of fruit fly algorithm based on differential evolution is shown in Figure 2 .
Algorithm implementation process is as follows:
Step 1 Parameters and initial population. Determine population size SizePop, iterations
Maxgen, including both differential evolution scaling factor F , crossover probability CR. Fruit fly populations location X axis, Y axis. Step 3 The new fruit fly group's position is initiated by the obtained position. Performed
(1)- (6) again to obtain a new flavor concentration (fitness function) and the optimal location of fruit fly.
Step 4 Use differential operation to operate the optimal position in Step 3, the differential operation is as follows: a) Mutation operation: In each iteration, we randomly choose two different individuals based on the best position according to formula (7) and applied to a vector of the best individual scaled, we obtain the mutated individuals.
b) Cross-operation: To crossover the mutated individuals and populations of individuals currently in discrete crossover manner, generating an intermediate individuals to increase the diversity of population, the process as follows: (9) f (x) is the fitness function.
Step 5 Calculate the concentration and the smell of the position in Step 4, then compare the optimum concentration and optimum flavor of Step 3, the better value is selected (fitness function) and its location.
Step 6 Maxgen=Maxgen+1, repeating Step 3-Step 5.
Step 7 Determine whether the number of iterations is achieved, if so, end the iteration, enter the result; if not, executed Step 6.
Function Optimizing Simulation and Results Analysis
Function Simulation
In order to test the performance of FOADE, select four functions with different characteristics as testing function, and design two kinds of testing laboratories: FOA algorithm optimization experiments and FOADE algorithm optimization experiments. The testing functions are shown in Table 1 . 
In order to investigate the performance of FOADE algorithm, first compare FOA algorithm and FOADE algorithm, and get testing function optimizing simulation; then compare FOA with the algorithm in references. Differential evolution algorithm has two main parameters, scaling factor F and crossover probability CR. To ensure the comparability in algorithm optimizing, in this paper, unified set F = 0.5, CR=0.5, in addition to set FOADE algorithm population size SizePop=200, get the 30-dimensional function optimizing, Iterations Maxgen = 100 times, and run independently for 30 times, the testing result is shown in Table 2 ; the mean of optimization between FOADE and algorithm in references is shown in Table 3 . The selected function convergence curve are shown in Figures 3-6 . Table 3 The mean comparison of FOADE and algorithm in references Function FOADE SPSO [13] APSO [13] AFSA [14] GAFSA [14] CMQPS [15] f1 6.3091e-006 1. 
Analysis of the Experimental Results
A simple single-mode 30-dimensional sphere function optimization results can be seen from Table 2 , Figure 3 , the results of the minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation opti-mization show that, FOADE algorithm has over single-mode function good optimization ability and is better than FOA algorithms. Judging from the convergence curve, FOADE algorithm converges faster than the FOA, higher accuracy; Table 2 , Figure 4 show the complexity of single-mode 30-dimensional Griewank function optimization results, FOADE algorithm converges faster than FOA algorithm and have a faster optimization accuracy. Judging from Table  3 , FOADE Griewank function optimization algorithm is obviously superior to other references optimization algorithm and it is more close to the theoretical optimal value; from Table 2 , Figure 5 shows a single-mode 30-dimensional complex Rosenbrock function optimization results point, FOADE algorithm can continue, the most effective search function advantages of a short time in a search to find the right direction, so as to maintain continued to decline, even if the function jumped into a local extremum can quickly jump to the global optimum direction search, find global optimal sustained, late in the search still able to maintain a good diversity of population, while FOA algorithm is very easy to fall into a local optimum, it is difficult to jump out. Judging from Table 3 , FOADE Rosenbrock function optimization algorithm is obviously superior to other references optimization algorithm and it is more close to the theoretical optimal value; from Table 2, Figure 6 shows a 30 Victoria modal function optimization on the result Rastrigin look, FOADE algorithm has faster convergence, convergence precision. Judging from Table 3 , FOADE algorithm has a optimization capabilities than other references optimization algorithm in Rastrigin function. In summary, this paper based on differential evolution algorithm Drosophila optimization (FOADE) on either the single-mode or multi-modal optimization problems have shown a better optimization results and convergence speed, the effect is significant.
Conclusion
Although fruit fly optimization algorithm has many advantages, it still has the weakness of low convergence precision and easily relapsing into local extremum, and when face to different questions, there are big differences in characteristic. In order to improve the performance, we propose the fruit fly optimization algorithm based on differential evolution, we introduce an idea of differential evolution after each iteration, through the operation in crossover, mutation and selection, to realize algorithms in fast convergence and improve the optimization accuracy. The function simulation shows that FOADE has good convergence speed, optimization accuracy and robustness. However, there are also problems in parameter setting and practical engineering applications, along with introducing differential thought, Therefore, in the next work, we can have a further research upon reducing the complexity of the parameter setting and how to apply this algorithm to real project management better and more clever.
